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About Us

▶ Belton is an ISO 9001:2008 certified fastest growing Web, Mobile Development and Designing
Company in India.

▶ Belton provides The Most Reliable and Highest-quality of Product Services like Mobile Application
Development, Web Development, Web Design and SEO.

▶ Belton set a benchmark in Making Quality Mobile Application Development, Web Development
service in India.

▶ We follow Marketing Strategies to give you a complete range of services.

▶ Belton is driven to Satisfy consumer wants unshakably and grit.

▶ We embrace Robust Challenges and don't rest till the matter is Resolved, the Correct Method.

▶ We believe developing True Partnerships. We have a tendency to foster dynamic surroundings
wherever Individual views area unit revered and honest dialogue is Anticipated.

▶ We tend to use Verified data to form Recommendations and Supply Professional steering to our
customers.



What We Do

IT CONSULTANCY

SAAS APPLICATION DEVELOPMENTTECHNOLOGY SERVICESBULK MAILING

WEB DESIGNING

APPLICATION SERVICES API SOLUTION

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANING

PORTAL DEVELOPMENT

E-COMMERCE IOS DEVELOPMENT

CRM SOLUTION

ANDROID DEVELOPMENT

SEO (Search Engine Optimization)

SOCIAL MEDIA TOOLS



Manufacturing Management System

❑ Manufacturing business is complicated compare to Trading, Services or any other sector, to success in any
manufacturing business the base it to achieve the best.

❑ Best refers to pace, quality reliability, smooth processes, happy customer and so on. However to become
best you need a good manufacturing ERP software in place to ensure every processes of your
manufacturing business is smooth and fine.

❑ Odoo consist of Basic and advanced manufacturing modules that can be further customizable as per your
process requirements.

❑ With manufacturing in Odoo you can boost operational efficiency and effectively manage production
including Production Orders, Bills of Material, Supply Planning and capacity requirements planning, flexible
processes and integrated information helps you to take advantage of new business opportunities.

❑ Odoo Manufacturing ERP is a complete integrated tool that manages your every department including
sales, Purchase, manufacturing, warehouse, inventory, and so on . .



Manufacturing Order
▶ Manage product assembly lines, repair orders and work orders.



Manufacturing Order Management
▶ Orders management module gives you the flexibility you need to effectively manage any type of 

manufacturing, assembly, repair, or work activity.



Schedule and Plan
▶ Plan the production in an easy way using the Planning menu which provides a calendar view. 

Keep track of inventory and have access to all your resources in advance.



Bill of Materials Management
▶ Your bill of materials (BOM) contains the parts and instructions that make your product a reality.
▶ Data centralized, controlled, and up-to-date—for fewer errors, less scrap and rework, higher 

quality and better cost control.



Warehouse Efficiency : Inventory
▶ Get the most efficient stocking method and improve all your internal operations. Odoo's double-

entry inventory has no stock input, output or transformation. Instead, all operations are stock 
moves between locations.



Inventory Management for Manufactured Products

▶ Use routes, constraints and lead time to optimize inventory level and avoid shortages.



Supplier Price Lists
▶ Easily import suppliers' price lists and references to make smarter purchase decisions based on 

promotions, quantities and special contract conditions.



Product Availability
▶ Keep track of a product availability in your supplier’s stock and check your order status. You can 

even base your sales price on your supplier's prices.



Flexible Master Data
▶ With bill of materials track and change price of different resources. You can also configure 

products and features when creating a order.



Work Order Management
▶ Work order management systems enable field service organizations to keep track of vital 

customer and work information.



Invoicing Controls
▶ Better invoice processing procedures would help most organizations avoid this unnecessary 

debacle.



Order Planning Calendar view
▶ Design your own planner and choose your own cover and layout, content and starting month. 

You can also choose to include your own personal dates.



Track every stock
▶ Track every stock move from purchase to warehouse bin to sales order. Trace lots or serials 

upstream or downstream from anywhere in your supply chain.



Quality Control
▶ With strong monitoring, there will be no undesirable products. You can easily control the quality 

of products and ensure better products every time.



Reporting and analysis
▶ Do product analysis for better reviews, get reports anytime about the products and do any changes 

in the product if required.



Accounting
▶ Create and send professional invoices and receive payments online. 
▶ No need to send reminders to your debtors. Simply set-up and automate follow-ups to get paid 

more quickly.



Easy Payments
▶ Supports major payment gateways. Supports online payment with credit cards. Get clear reports 

on customer statements.



Manage Expenses
▶ Track employee expenses, manage validation and reimbursements. Get forecasting of expenses 

done.



Dynamic Statements

▶ Easily create your earnings report, balance 
sheet or cash flow statements. 

▶ Use business intelligence's cubes to report 
across any dimension.

▶ Quickly filter, zoom, annotate and compare 
any data.



Flexibility

▶ Provide real time and accurate information. Navigation of complex process increases 
efficiency and productivity.

Streamline Process

Cost Reduction
▶ Right information assist in making proactive and correct decisions which reduces overall costs 

considerably.

▶ Software is configurable can be tailored as per the changing needs.

Quality

▶ The software provides round of quality checks and proper organized work ensures high quality in 
manufacturing.

All-In-One

▶ MRP, Quality, Maintenance, and PLM fully integrated.
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